
Designed to work in the toughest of environments, the versatility of the TS1550 allows it to be used in a 
huge range of applications.

The ability of TS1550 to perform so well, especially in sticky wet material, comes from its highly reputable 
Screenbox. With a 155ft2 high performance screening area there is simply nothing to match this 
machine. With a large hopper and wide feed opening, material can flow freely making it a highly 
productive and highly efficient screening system – especially when screening larger material.

From primary crusher circuits, site reclaimation, construction and demolition waste to heavy rock, sticky 
clay and boulder clay, this machine can screen out the worst of materials.

TS1550

•       A large size 16’ x 5’(4.88m x 1.53m) Screenbox 
provides superior screening performance

•       Heavy duty and built to last in tough 
environments

•       A wide feed opening allows a high volume of 
free flowing material

•       Works exceptionally well in a huge range of 
tough applications
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

550 T/H* 4.88m x 1.53m (16' x 5')CAT 127Hp (95Kw)

Max Feed Size Engine Size Top Deck Bottom Deck Middle Deck

-4.58m x 1.53m (15' x 5')

TRANSPORT DIMENSIONS WORKING DIMENSIONS

Height Width Length Width Length Weight (Est.)

2900mm (9' 6") 15,300mm (50' 2")3400mm (11' 2") 13,450mm (44' 1") 15,210mm (49' 10") 32,600kgs (71,870lbs)

* Depending on material density and set-up

DIMENSION SPECIFICATION*

tesab.com

The larger tail conveyor allows for 

an increase discharge height and 

feeds easily into various crushers.

Wide feed opening 

allows for free flow of 

material and high 

volume capacity.

A larger 16ft wide hopper designed

to be used with larger loaders,

allowing for more material and no

spillage.

High Energy 5’ x 16’

screenbox delivers 

the highest product 

capacity.
One of the most robust and durable 

machines on the market, the TS1550 is built 

to excel at the toughest screening jobs.


